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Gazprom could again increase its investment program for this year in the next few months,
a senior executive said Wednesday.

Gazprom's investment and construction department chief Yaroslav Golko didn't say how
much the spending could go up when he made the statement at a news conference.

The company increased its plans for investment spending to 843 billion rubles ($27 billion)
from 777 billion rubles, or by 8.5 percent, recently on the back of positive first-quarter
results.

"Based on the first-half results, the board of directors may revise it upward again in August or
September," he said at a news conference.
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State-controlled Gazprom reaped the most profit among global public energy companies last
year, 1.3 trillion rubles by International Accounting Standards.

Its board recommended doubling the total dividend payout to 211 billion rubles
for shareholders to vote on the proposal next month. Under another proposal, payouts
to board members will rise 4 percent.

Another Gazprom executive said the company expected an announcement of changes to its
long-delayed Shtokman project at the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum next
month.

The changes could affect the lineup of its partners, now France's Total and Norway's Statoil,
and the products they want to produce, said Gazprom deputy chief Vitaly Markelov.

"We expect a decision about the lineup and the implementation scheme," he said.

Statoil said earlier this spring that the partners sought to reduce the Arctic project's costs
by at least 10 percent. As part of the effort, the companies involved are studying the idea
of producing only liquefied gas, dropping the option of pipeline gas from the initial plan.

Gazprom is raising investment even though its sales aren't growing as quickly.

Gazprom could produce 1 percent less gas this year than it planned, said Vsevolod
Cherepanov, the company's production department chief.

The plan is to lift 528.6 billion cubic meters of gas.

"After the first five months of the year we are seeing a downward trend," Cherepanov said at a
news conference, adding that the company hasn't yet revised the plan.

Gazprom deputy chief Vitaly Markelov attributed the decline to weaker sales.

Even if the production goal falls short that much, Gazprom's output will be larger than last
year's 513 bcm.

Markelov said the huge Bovanenkovskoye field, which is to start production this summer, will
provide most of the company's capacity in the coming years.

In other news, Markelov said the first phase of the Gazprom-led Nord Stream pipeline
to Germany under the Baltic Sea reached full capacity Tuesday, after beginning operation
in November. The pipeline's first phase can carry 27.5 bcm per year, and the second phase
of the same capacity is expected to start in October.

The Federal Anti-Monopoly Service said Gazprom's demands for pipe tenders could lead
to squeezing competition on the market.

Gazprom looks to buy so many pipes in one tender that individual companies can't meet that
quantity, Maxim Ovchinnikov, an official at the service, said Tuesday. That often requires
middlemen that can aggregate the amounts sought by the company, he said.



The service plans to send a letter to Gazprom to ask the company to break up its tenders.
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